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Mrs. America: Historic
fight over equality [19]
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Local elected officials help residents who are
struggling to file for benefits as businesses face tough
decisions because of federal loan requirements [8]
BY MALEA MARTIN

NEWS

Farmers fight the water
board’s ag order [10]

ARTS

Community theater will
find a way forward [16]

EATS

A chance to indulge
that sweet tooth [20]
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he number of people who applied for unemployment
benefits in March was up almost 750 percent
over the same month last year. Assemblymember
Jordan Cunningham’s office has fielded hundreds
of phone calls from constituents who are attempting
to file for benefits through the state’s Employment
Development Department but getting nowhere. Same
goes for Assemblymember Monique Limón’s office. Some
Central Coast residents are confused by the process, others
ASKING FOR HELP: Central Coast residents
are getting denied benefits that they qualify for, and the
apply for unemployment and businesses apply
system is overwhelmed with applications. Staff Writer
for federal loans, but what comes next?
Malea Martin speaks with both as well as the business
community about Paycheck Protection Program loans and
the tough decisions that both employers and employees face in the coming months [8].
This week, you can also read about the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board’s
draft plan to reduce pesticide and nitrate discharge from farms [10] , a founder of the Orcutt
Community Theater and what comes next [16] , the Wildling Museum’s new solar panels [18] ,
and the joy of baking and saying yes to sugar [20].
Camillia Lanham
editor
Cover design by Alex Zuniga
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PROVIDING FUEL & SERVICE TO ORCUTT FOR OVER 60 YEARS

SMOG CHECKS
PASS OR DON’T PAY

Old & New Vehicles
DRIVE-UPS WELCOME

OIL CHANGES
ASK FOR DETAILS

1000 OFF

$

SMOG CHECK
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$

Pass or Don’t Pay!
Drive Ups Welcome!
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Regular Price $44.00

Appointments
937-5340

Plus $8.25 Certificate + $1.50 Transfer fee +$1.00 OPUS fee. ’99 & Older $15 extra,
Vans & Motor Homes $20 extra. Coupons may not be combined with any other offer. Expires 5/31/20

805-937-5340

100 E. Clark Ave., Orcutt
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Live an EASIER life with us
at Santa Maria Terrace

Did you stock up to hunker down at home?

Visit www.LessIsMore.org for more
information on food waste and food storage tips

DON’T LET THAT FOOD GO TO WASTE!

Here are some of our favorite tips:
Know the expiration date!
Put the foods with the shortest
shelf life front and center and
cook with those first.

Independent, Assisted Living, Dementia
Care, Respite Care, & End of Life
Sometimes life becomes overwhelming
and we need a little extra assistance. Let
us help you or a loved one! Our residents
enjoy compassionate care, social and
enriching programs that keep them as
busy as they choose to be.
We can assist with:
•Respite Stays for caregivers or
recovery from surgery
•Caring Staff - with 24 hours
emergency call system
•Chef-prepared Meals Daily
•Housekeeping and Laundry
•Activities and Outings
•Transportation to Medical
Appointments

Best Value on the Central Coast
Shared Rooms starting at $1600
Veteran’s or surviving spouse’s you may
qualify for financial assistance.

1405 E. Main St, Santa Maria
(805) 925-8713
santamariaterrace.net
Lic #425850025

Test your skills! Find
these key food-waste
prevention words!

FOOD-SCRAPS

VEGGIES

STORAGE

CANNED-FOOD

VEGGIE-STOCK FREEZE
Freeze freeze freeze!
Freezing our food can extend
its shelf life by several days.

MEAL-PREP

COMPOST

DONATE

BULK

LEFT-OVERS

FRUIT

NON-PERISABLE
EXPIRATION-DATE
Use up leftovers and food
scraps. Make a DIY veggie
stock or bake croutons
from stale bread.
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eat up the local food & drink scene
every Thursday

SantaMariaSun.com/eats/
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SPOTLIGHT 12

BRIEFS
Political Watch
• Gov. Gavin Newsom announced new food
security initiatives in an April 29 press release: $3.64
million in funding will aid in expanding the statewide
Farm to Family program. The funding combines
$2.86 million from the USDA with $775,000 from
philanthropic donations. According to the release,
the campaign aims to eventually reach $15 million to
allow the program to continue through the end of 2020.
CalFresh and electronic benefit transfer programs
will also be expanded, including a new program for
children who receive free lunch. “Putting food on the
table during this pandemic is hard for families on the
brink,” Newsom said in the release. “It’s in that spirit
that we’re expanding our Farm to Family program while
also working to connect low-income families with vital
resources and financial support.”
• State Sen. Hannah Beth-Jackson (D-Santa
Barbara) urged Gov. Gavin Newsom to be cautious
around the state’s partnership with technology
companies in the face of COVID-19, stating in an
April 29 press release that California should do so
“without undermining Californians’ fundamental right
to privacy.” In a letter to the governor, Jackson asked
him “to consider the protection of sensitive personal
information while pursuing public-private partnerships,
when assessing contracts to expand testing, conduct
contact tracing through apps, facilitate distance
learning for K-12 students, connect individuals with job
opportunities, and other initiatives,” the press release
states. “In times of crisis, we must be especially vigilant
to safeguard our fundamental rights and ensure that we
do not sacrifice them in the name of safety,” Jackson
was quoted in the release. “We must proceed with the
least possible disruption and undermining of our privacy
rights and look to the least intrusive approaches to our
success in battling this epidemic—and those that are
likely to follow.”
• Assemblymember Monique Limón (D-Santa
Barbara) participated in an Assembly Budget
Committee oversight hearing on April 27. Limón wrote
in a Facebook post that during the meeting she “raised
many concerns including the importance of safely
reopening schools and helping working parents who
cannot work in same way because they are home with
their kids; supporting local governments and multiple
industries in the challenging road of economic recovery;
sustaining nonprofits in our communities; and the
important need to enhance consumer protections for
individuals and small businesses during this time.” She
stated during the hearing, “I don’t want that to be lost
in this conversation: How many parents are working
at home, will still need to work from home, because
schools will not be open. I think as part of the recovery
for our business community, schools have to be part of
that critical conversation.”
• In response to initial reports that Gov. Gavin
Newsom might be closing all California beaches,
Assemblymember Jordan Cunningham (R-San Luis
Obispo) voiced his opposition to such a proposal in an
April 30 Facebook post. “This is the wrong decision,”
he wrote. “According to our local public health officials,
beaches on the Central Coast have been properly
managed, and folks are maintaining their social
distancing. There is no science and no data that backs
this decision up or explains its rationale, and it may not
even be constitutional (state constitution guarantees
the public’s right to access to coastline).” After Newsom
made an official statement clarifying that only Orange
County beaches would close, Cunningham made a
second post, stating, “Great to hear that the governor
is not closing beaches statewide. There was no science
and no data to back up a statewide closure.” ❍

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BUREAU OF PRISONS

Bureau of Prisons completes
hospital care unit at
Lompoc penitentiary
The Bureau of Prisons announced that it
had finished construction on a 20-bed hospital
care unit at the Lompoc federal penitentiary on
May 4. According to the bureau’s website, 52
inmates were sick with COVID-19 at the prison
as of May 5. Neither the bureau nor Lompoc
Valley Medical Center is currently releasing the
number of inmates hospitalized at Lompoc’s
community hospital.
Bureau spokesperson Emery Nelson told the
Sun via email that the prison “has finalized the
contract with a third party company to supply
medical staff to the facility effective May 6,
2020,” with the facility scheduled to open on the
same day.
The unit, according to a press release, features
10 negative air pressure, acute care treatment
rooms, each with capacity for double occupancy.
The project was proposed on April 9, 10 days
after the institution’s first positive COVID-19
case. By then, 40 inmates were infected.
After the bureau gave an initial estimate of
four to six weeks to get the field hospital up and
running, U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa
Barbara) and California Sens. Dianne Feinstein
and Kamala Harris penned a letter on April 15
to ask the bureau leadership for quicker action.
On April 21, the three legislators wrote a second
letter, reiterating the need for the on-site hospital
and increased medical equipment for staff, as
well as asking for an update from the bureau as
to what immediate actions they were taking.
After hearing the news of the new hospital
care unit through the bureau’s May 4 press
release, Carbajal told the Sun that “it’s better
late than never,” but he found the bureau’s
communication to be insufficient.
“They are communicating with members
of Congress—Sen. Feinstein, Sen. Harris,
and myself—via press release when they have
something to say,” Carbajal said. “They have
chosen not to write us any official or formal
responses to our requests. They have refused to
give us timelines. When this pandemic subsides,
looking into communication and protocols into
the whole Bureau of Prisons system is really
warranted.”
Carbajal said he is pleased to hear that the
bureau completed what he called “phase one”
of what he hopes will be a larger project. In the
initial April 15 letter, Carbajal and his colleagues
requested that the prison establish a facility with
at least 50 beds.
“There is no timeline,” Carbajal said. “When
will phase two happen? When is the rest of the
field hospital going to be implemented, other
than what they’ve done in phase one? My hope
is that they continue and implement phase two
sooner rather than later, that they are able to
lessen the impact on the broader hospitals so that
it doesn’t stress the health care system for the
general public.”
Bureau spokesperson Nelson told the Sun that
“the majority of inmates who tested positive
[for] COVID-19 are not exhibiting the outward
symptoms or ill-effects, and do not require
hospitalization. … Symptomatic inmates, whose
condition rises to the level of acute medical care,
will be transferred to a hospital setting; either a
local hospital or one of the acute care treatment
rooms at the institution’s hospital care unit.”
Regarding phase two for the hospital care
unit, the bureau said that there is “no additional
information to provide at this time as the project
is still in the evaluation and planning stage based
on necessity.”
—Malea Martin
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BEFORE AND AFTER: The federal Bureau of Prisons announced the completion of a 20-bed acute care facility for its Lompoc
prison, located in an on-site decommissioned prison industry factory. Above is the space before construction, and below is one of
the new negative pressure rooms where inmates in need of hospitalization can be treated beginning May 6.

County officials eye
reopening businesses faster
than state’s pace
Santa Barbara County officials believe
the county is in a prime position to
start easing COVID-19 restrictions and
reopening businesses, based on testing
capabilities and other data trends.
On May 4, Gov. Gavin Newsom
announced that some retailers, such as
bookstores and music shops, could begin
reopening on May 8 with modifications
like curbside pickup. During the same
press conference, the governor said that
some counties could move faster in
opening other businesses, like dine-in
restaurants, if they meet certain criteria.
State officials are slated to release
additional details on this expedited
reopening process on May 7, but county
Public Health Director Van Do-Reynoso
said based on her conversations with the
California Department of Public Health,
the county is in good shape to reopen at an
accelerated pace.
“Without the guidelines being revealed, I
think that our data puts us in a ready state,”
Do-Reynoso said during the county Board
of Supervisors meeting on May 5. “I think
there are elements of the containment piece
that we need to strengthen, but I think
we’re in a good spot.”
The county started working on its
own reopening plan in late April, which

includes various meetings with stakeholders
from different industries. During the most recent
board meeting, Assistant County Executive
Officer Nancy Anderson said this process should
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WeekendWeather
Weather
Microclimate Weather Forecast

Dave Hovde

KSBY Chief Meteorologist

Thursday

Friday

COASTAL ➤ High 89 Low 53
INLAND ➤ High 92 Low 53

COASTAL ➤ High 77 Low 54
INLAND ➤ High 83 Low 54

Saturday

Sunday

COASTAL ➤ High 73 Low 51
INLAND ➤ High 81 Low 51

COASTAL ➤ High 72 Low 52
INLAND ➤ High 79 Low 51

Hot Thursday weather gives way to some cooling
with onshore winds and the return of some night
and morning marine clouds into the weekend.

The Faces of Heroes
In an unprecedented time, you rise to the challenge. You stand united and strong in your
committment to providing safe, high-quality care. Your dedication, compassion, and perseverance
are unwaivering. You care for us when we need you most, and you do it with dignity.
Now, more than ever, we thank you.
Celebrating National Nurses Week and National Hospital Week
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wrap up next week. These reopening standards
for businesses in the county will be posted
online for public comment and presented to the
board when completed.
This document will guide the reopening of the
county’s businesses as county officials complete
the self-certification process the governor said is
required prior to local jurisdictions opening at a
faster pace than the state.
Although the state still has to release its
guidelines, based on what she’s anticipating,
Do-Reynoso said the county is meeting some
of the criteria, such as hospital capacity and the
ability to conduct contact tracing. Meanwhile,
the county has room for improvement in the
daily change in case totals, which continues to
fluctuate, she said. On average, the number of
cases has increased each day by about 1.6 percent
over the last two weeks.
Fourth District Supervisor Peter Adam was
dismissive of data that shows cumulative cases
totals. He said the county should only look at
the number of active cases—which Do-Reynoso
also presented to the board.
Although 526 people have tested positive for
COVID-19 in the county since the pandemic
began, 404 people have recovered and there are
currently 114 active cases. This number of active
cases is down from 194 on April 22, according to
Do-Reynoso’s presentation.
“We keep inflaming the public with this everincreasing number, which isn’t reflective of the
actual situation,” Adam said.
While the county is moving toward
reopening, Adam said steps should have already
been taken in that direction. He added that the
COVID-19 restrictions the state and county
put in place were designed to stop the hospital
system from becoming overwhelmed.
Locally, this effort has been effective. Out of
the nearly 700 COVID-19 treatment beds local
hospitals have allocated, only 5.6 percent are
occupied. Similarly, out of the 154 ventilators
the county has in supply, only seven are being
used by COVID-19 patients.
First District Supervisor Das Williams said
that from his perspective, the county is in a
position to reopen businesses faster than the
state. He asked Do-Reynoso to return to the
board on May 14 with more details on what other
businesses the county can allow to reopen and
what precautions those businesses must take.
“There are tens of thousands of Santa
Barbarans out of work,” Williams said. “Time is
short before many slip into poverty or have their
housing endangered. And I think there’s a lot
of health outcomes that hang in the balance for
them and their children.”
—Zac Ezzone

Infrastructure projects could
help save local economy,
community leaders say
As Santa Barbara County faces record levels of
unemployment, elected officials and community
stakeholders are looking to much-needed
transportation and infrastructure improvements
as a way to boost the local economy. According
to Santa Barbara County Association of
Governments Executive Director Marjie Kirn, the
county has $700 million worth of ready-to-deliver
projects that, if funded, could generate 9,000 jobs.
Congressional leaders and local
representatives came together in a teleroundtable on May 1 to discuss the best ways
to make these projects a reality. Hosted by
U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara),
vice chair of the House Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure, the
roundtable brought in the committee’s
chairman, U.S. Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-Oregon),
to discuss how Congress is working to alleviate
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the crisis at regional levels.
“We’re going to be in something way more
akin to the Great Depression than the Great
Recession,” DeFazio said during the roundtable.
“The vision that we and the House Democrats
have is that recovery will come through a massive
rebuilding of the nation’s infrastructure.”
Kirn explained in a later conversation with
the Sun that infrastructure projects are an
especially good bang for the county’s buck.
“It’s a really good investment because you get
the money out, you get the jobs, and then you
get something that will last a lifetime,” she said.
Kirn said that Santa Barbara County is
fortunate to have passed Measure A in 2008,
which allocated sales tax revenue to transportation
and infrastructure project development.
Some infrastructure funding sources,
Kirn explained, can only be used on actual
construction. Because projects require much
more than that—such as engineering and
design phases—having the localized, salestax-based funding source is key to getting
projects construction-ready, especially when the
economy is hit with a sudden need for new jobs.
But now, sales tax revenues are in peril:
Because of the pandemic, Kirn estimates
a $5.5 million loss this year in the usual
funding allocated toward transportation and
infrastructure projects in the county.
“We’ve been starved for transportation
funding,” she said, even before COVID-19.
“They still have many projects that are
unfunded,” Carbajal told the Sun. “Usually
there’s a backlog of projects that there’s not
enough money for.”
For that reason, during the roundtable Kirn
recommended that DeFazio and Carbajal focus
their committee efforts toward securing funding
in the form of Surface Transportation Block
Grants. These grants can be used for all phases
of infrastructure development, from design to
construction, and Kirn said they’re the most
straightforward grants to get on a local level.
“It goes directly from the federal government
to the regions and can be used very effectively
in accomplishing what I think they want to
accomplish, which is stimulating the economy
and getting projects on the ground,” Kirn said.
Because the block grants are best for “projects
that are ready to go and moving forward,” Kirn
explained that this form of funding would
provide the quickest and most efficient relief
locally, potentially creating 9,000 new jobs in the
county. Some of the ready-to-deliver projects
include the Santa Barbara U.S. 101 Multimodal
Corridor Project, which includes adding a high
occupancy vehicle lane to Highway 101 to help
alleviate traffic congestion.
During the roundtable, Santa Barbara
County Public Works Director Scott McGolpin
reiterated Kirn’s points about the importance of
straightforward funding sources.
“If you can get money directly at our hands
at the local level, that’s going to go further
and we’re going to get it on the street quicker,”
McGolphin said.
Carbajal and DeFazio both expressed that
as Congress works toward passing what they
called a “CARES Act 2.0,” as well as a potential
infrastructure bill, they will look to the input
given by community stakeholders as to which
types of funding would be best for the local
economy.
The CARES Act—an acronym for
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act—was the federal stimulus package passed
on March 25. Roundtable attendees all expressed
gratitude toward Carbajal and DeFazio for their
congressional committee efforts in pushing for
transportation and infrastructure funding in
the first iteration of the CARES Act.
“ ... $8 million of our $28 million budget is
fares which we’re unable to collect at this point
to mitigate the spread of COVID,” Santa Barbara
Metropolitan Transit District General Manager
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Jerry Estrada said during the meeting. “Also $10
million of our operating budget is sales tax, so
the CARES Act funds are critical.”
—Malea Martin

United Way, foundations work
together to provide relief
during pandemic
During the Thomas Fire in late 2017 and
the debris flow that followed, United Way of
Santa Barbara County and the Santa Barbara
Foundation formed a partnership to provide
financial assistance to individuals and
nonprofits in need.
Earlier this year, during the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the organizations
restarted this partnership along with the Hutton
Parker Foundation to create what they’re
calling the COVID-19 Joint Response Effort for
Santa Barbara County. But the task to provide
assistance during the current crisis is larger in
economic and geographic scale, United Way
President and CEO Steve Ortiz said.
“It’s a countywide response as opposed to the
last one, which was just the South Coast,” Ortiz
said. “We’re seeing a deeper impact with people
losing jobs … and people are trying to make
ends meet.”
Through this effort, the organizations are
raising money that they can then provide to
individuals who have been financially affected
by the pandemic. The funding is also used
to provide grants to nonprofits that assist
vulnerable populations. As of April 30, the
organizations raised about $2.7 million through
this effort, Ortiz said.
The United Way is working with the Family
Service Agency to handle the individual side
of this effort. People can apply online for help
paying for rent or groceries, and the agencies
will review the application and verify some of
the details before providing financial assistance
ranging from $300 to $1,000.
Oritz said the organizations had received
more than 1,600 requests for individual
assistance as of April 30, which is more people
than they can help at the moment. He said most
of the people applying for help are doing so
because they need to pay rent after losing some
of their wages. The second most significant need
people reference is money for food.
“We learned of one family who was walking
3 miles to get to a food bank because they don’t
have money for gas for their car,” Ortiz said.
The Santa Barbara and Hutton Parker
foundations are handling the nonprofit side
of the effort. Nonprofits engaged in providing
assistance during the crisis or that have reduced
service because of the virus and need general
operating support to stay afloat can apply for
grants worth up to $25,000, Santa Barbara
Foundation Director of Communications
Jordan Killebrew said.
As of April 30, nearly 60 nonprofits received
grant funding through this effort since it
started. But with about 2,000 nonprofits in
the county, the amount of funding requested
exceeds what the organizations have received so
far in this effort, Killebrew said.
“We need to retain and keep as many of
these agencies as possible so that we can start to
rebuild and have a stronger social sector after all
of this,” Killebrew said.
Given the uncertainty of the COVID-19
pandemic and unclear timeline on when people
will return to a sense of normalcy, Hutton Parker
President Tom Parker said this effort is a longterm one. Even after businesses open up and
people go back to work, they’ll still need help, he
said.
“The people most distressed are the ones
who didn’t have the savings in the bank and the
ability to do that,” Parker said. “So help is going

to have to continue for a while, and it should—
that’s what we’re here for.”
—Zac Ezzone

Hancock launching new
Latino studies degree
program this summer
Allan Hancock College announced a new
Latino studies associate degree program on
May 1 that will debut in the college’s summer
and fall class offerings, with general registration
beginning on May 9.
While summer classes will be conducted
remotely due to COVID-19 related closures,
Public Information Officer Christopher
McGuinness told the Sun that students’ ability
to take the program’s classes will not be affected.
The program is the brainchild of Hancock
professor Dr. Marc García-Martínez, who told
the Sun that his idea to create a Latino studies
program at the college was inspired by his father.
“My father was instrumental in starting a
Chicano Studies Program at Moorpark College
back around 1969 to 1972,” García-Martínez
said. “I already grew up with that awareness and
a lot of that activism.”
García-Martínez first started teaching at
Hancock in 1997 and became a professor in 2001.
He said it was during his faculty sabbatical about
five years ago that he first began to mull over the
idea of a Latino studies program for Hancock.
“I realized that there was a deficit curricula
at Hancock College,” García-Martínez said.
“Though we’ve been a federally recognized and
federally funded Hispanic Serving Institution
with a majority Latino student population, there
was a deficit curricula within it, and I wanted to
fill that curriculum.”
Over the next few years, García-Martínez
researched other programs and read extensively
about ethnic studies to prepare to create the
new degree option. Then, last December, it
all became official when the college’s board of
trustees voted the program in unanimously.
The program is interdisciplinary, combining
already existent courses from the college’s
history, sociology, Spanish, anthropology, art,
dance, English, and film departments.
“There’s a lot of data that links cultural
studies pedagogy to higher student attendance,
higher GPA,” García-Martínez said. For Latino
students specifically, García-Martínez said
studies link academic improvement to seeing
that one’s “cultural experiences are reflected in
the curricula.”
“At the end of it, I’m hoping that they can
intellectually confront a lot of the issues that
we’re seeing with respect to race, culture, and
history to really develop a pride in being Latina
or Latino,” he said.
While the timing for the program launch is
unfortunate given Hancock’s summer classes
being conducted online, García-Martínez believes
that the circumstances the world is facing right
now make learning more important than ever.
“Sometimes education is put on the back
burner for these more intense kinds of realities.
But in a lot of ways, this is even more of a reason
to immerse ourselves in education,” GarcíaMartínez said. “We realize just how unstable
things can be, and a college education is one of
the great equalizers, one of the great stabilizers.
It strengthens our intellect, our heart, our
creativity. I’m hoping that our students can look
at it in that practical and ideal way.”
Public Information Officer McGuinness said
that the college’s plans for fall, regarding remote
versus in-person learning, are still being decided.
“We are currently in the middle of planning
our fall term, and we will be releasing additional
information on that in the future,” he said. “We
are still going to have a fall semester.” m
—Malea Martin
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Summer is Here!
Soak in the marketing.
It’s time to get some sun, vitamin D, and enjoy the summertime!
Let your business or event shine in our customized guide to this unique summer
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Balancing benefits

FILE PHOTO

Workers and business owners alike face hurdles
while navigating new unemployment benefits,
loan options in response to COVID-19
BY MALEA MARTIN

I

n March 2019, Californians filed 160,384 new
unemployment insurance claims, according
to data from the United States Department of
Labor. A year later that number was 739 percent
higher—more than 1.3 million state residents
filed for unemployment in March 2020.
Percentage-wise, Santa Barbara County saw
a similar spike and then some. In March 2019,
county residents filed 1,623 new, or “initial,”
claims, according to data from the state
Employment Development Department (EDD).
In March of this year, county residents filed 17,246
initial claims—a 963 percent increase year over
year. For every initial claim made in March last
year, county residents made 10 this year.
But just because someone applies for
unemployment insurance doesn’t mean they’ll
get approved, and it certainly doesn’t mean the
checks will start rolling in the next day. Central
Coast elected officials told the Sun that they are
now devoting a large portion of their staff time to
helping their constituents troubleshoot the faulty
and overwhelmed
EDD system.
“In the last
Get help
four days we’ve
Assemblymembers Monique
gotten over 500
Limón (D-Santa Barbara) and
Jordan Cunningham (R-San
contacts from
Luis Obispo) are encouraging
constituents having
constituents to call their district
issues with EDD,”
offices for help navigating
Assemblymember
or concerns regarding state
Jordan
unemployment benefits. Limón’s
Cunningham
office can be reached at (805)
(R-San Luis
564-1649, and Cunningham’s
Obispo) told the
office can be reached at (805)
Sun on May 1.
549-3381.
“It never really
operated well, even
before this crisis.”
Now, Cunningham said, the immense
strain on the already troubled system is
making it difficult for new claimants to secure
unemployment benefits, even those who clearly
qualify. Cunningham said that nearly all of
his constituent services staff are working on
unemployment-related casework.
Assemblymember Monique Limón (D-Santa
Barbara) painted a similar picture with what her
Santa Barbara County constituents are facing.
“At this moment, the top casework issue in
terms of policy and agency issues is our EDD,”
Limón told the Sun.
Limón said that, given the unprecedented
numbers of first-time claimants, constituents’
concerns initially centered on questions about the
system itself. Then, she noticed a shift: As more
people began applying, they started running
into issues with the online application platform
crashing, convoluted applications, and call lines
that were always full.
In response to the increase in callers, the EDD
expanded its call center hours from four hours a
day, five days a week, to 12 hours a day, seven day a
week. But Cunningham said that his constituents
continue to experience long wait times, and
Limón said she is still hearing from folks who are
confused about how to receive the benefits they
qualify for.
“We’re having conversations about how to
maximize or leverage these different pots of
money, both at the state and federal level, but
sometimes they’re not aligned,” Limón said.
While unemployment benefits are handled
through EDD, a state agency, the federal
government is temporarily giving an additional
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$600 per week to
those who qualify
for unemployment
benefits. Other federal
initiatives include the
Paycheck Protection
Program, which loans
money to businesses for
expenses like payroll,
utilities, and rent,
with potential for loan
forgiveness.
But Sandra
Dickerson, CEO of
Santa Maria-based
company Your People
Professionals, said that
from her observations,
there’s some dissonance
between the two
NAVIGATING NEW SYSTEMS: Businesses, including Tacos de Acapulco (pictured), that have
federal programs that’s
modified their service or temporarily shuttered—and their employees—are now navigating
creating problems for
relief systems that don’t always line up.
both workers and their
While Dickerson said the Paycheck Protection
employers. Your People
Professionals manages the human resources needs Program has potential to help businesses, in some
ways she believes it creates complications.
of more than 50 local businesses from a range of
In order to have their loan forgiven, businesses
industries.
must use 75 percent of it on employee wages.
“We’ve been very engaged because, as the
Furthermore, Dickerson said that by June 30
HR department, we’re dealing with a lot of
businesses must restore their employee count to
layoffs, processing final wages if that’s applicable,
what it was before the shelter-at-home mandates
and for many of them we get and process the
in order to obtain maximum loan forgiveness. But
unemployment claims,” Dickerson said.
if a business temporarily shuttered, lost revenue,
She said that some workers are faced with
or has overhead costs that exceed the other 25
choosing between staying home, where in some
percent of their loan, this could be unsustainable.
cases they’re making more on unemployment
“The concept is that they’re supposed to hire
with the added federal dollars, or going back to
people back, but they don’t actually have any work
work, where they may be more likely to catch the
for them,” Dickerson said of her clients. “Then
virus.
they still have all of the rest of the overhead costs
“I have someone, for example, who was only
of sustaining that business and there’s no money
working part time. She’s making about 2 1/2
flowing in to cover that. … So you have to make
times on unemployment what she makes when
a decision: How many people do you bring back
she’s working part time because of that federal
to get at least part of that loan forgiven, versus
addition,” Dickerson said. “How does that
looking longer term if you don’t have enough
employer call that person back to work and ask
revenue to sustain that?”
her to give that up?”
Dickerson said that from her perspective, these
That being said, many jobs provide many
issues are rooted in the
federal government not
acting quickly enough
when the crisis started.
“We need to support
small businesses and
help them survive this.
At the same time, we
need to ensure wage
stability for employees,”
she said. “Planning ahead
of time and ensuring
—Sandra Dickerson, CEO, Your People Professionals small businesses the
availability of these
benefits that unemployment insurance doesn’t,
forgivable loans—that would have prevented
such as health insurance, U.S. Rep. Salud
so many employees from ever even going on
Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara) told the Sun. He said
unemployment.”
that paying for health insurance when you’re
Cunningham also noted that not enough
unemployed can cost anywhere from $400 to
business owners were able to secure the loans they
$1,000 a month.
needed: His office estimates only about 10 percent
“People didn’t ask to be laid off and didn’t
of constituent business owners were funded.
ask to be having a pandemic crisis,” Carbajal
Carbajal said that there’s “no black-and-white
said, adding that the federal boost to state
solution here. We’ve never been faced with a
unemployment benefits is “about putting workers pandemic the way we’re faced now. This is the
first and about helping make sure they are safe.”
time where we come together and we try to come
He continued, “that’s why the federal
out with things that we can all find common
government provided the Paycheck Protection
ground on.” m
Program and economic injury disaster loans to
Reach Staff Writer Malea Martin at
businesses so that they could also stay on their
feet.”
mmartin@santamariasun.com.

‘So you have to make a decision: How
many people do you bring back to get
at least part of that loan forgiven,
versus looking longer term if you don’t
have enough revenue to sustain that?’
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Discharge dilemma

FILE PHOTO BY SPENCER COLE

Farm, grower groups push back on proposed regulations
designed to restore water quality
BY ZAC EZZONE

S

ince 2004, the Central Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board has issued multiple
agricultural orders that are used to record
data on water quality conditions and impose
regulations on farmers throughout the region.
But a draft of the most recent order, which was
released in February, has agricultural groups
concerned it could permanently change farming
in the region.
“The proposed draft order would create
sweeping new regulations related to nitrogen
application limits, riparian vegetation
requirements, and other significant requirements
that go far above and beyond any other similar
order in the state,” Claire Wineman, president of
the Grower-Shipper Association of Santa Barbara
and San Luis Obispo Counties, said in an email to
the Sun.
When the Central Coast water board issued
the first order in 2004, the agency’s focus was
on monitoring the discharge of pollutants from
agricultural operations into surface water sources,
such as streams and rivers. Christopher Rose,
environmental program manager for the board’s
Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program, said this
monitoring led to increased regulations in the
second order, which the board adopted in 2012.
That marked the beginning of the board’s
groundwater monitoring effort, which is when the
board began to learn about how the fertilizers that
farmers use affect groundwater quality, Rose said.

efforts the board has completed over the years.
During the course of its groundwater quality
monitoring, he said the board has found that 30
percent of the wells sampled have been impacted
by nitrate, which is associated with the use of
fertilizers that have high levels of nitrogen.
To reduce the amount of pollutants affecting
water quality, the order includes discharge limits
farmers must meet and a time frame to do so. In
2022 and 2024, the draft order identifies nitrogen
discharge targets. But years 2026 through 2050
include limits farmers must meet.
According to the draft order, in 2022 farmers
should target discharging up to 500 pounds of
nitrogen per acre per year. By 2050, farmers would
be limited to discharging 50 pounds of nitrogen
per acre per year. The order also includes limits on
how much nitrogen farmers can apply to specific
crops starting in 2022.
Rose said aside from these limits on nitrogen,
there are limits on pesticides and other pollutants
in the order to try to restore the water quality
on the Central Coast. And these limits are
enforceable, although in the past they’ve rarely
resulted in a fine.
He said most compliance issues are resolved
with a simple violation notice.
“What we need to do is balance achieving water
quality protection as soon as possible with the
ability of growers to innovate so that they comply
with these requirements,” Rose said.
But Wineman said even if farmers use the best

‘What we need to do is balance achieving water
quality protection as soon as possible with the ability
of growers to innovate so that they comply with
these requirements.’
—Christopher Rose, Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
The board adopted a third order in 2017, which
ag groups challenged in court. This eventually
led to the Sacramento County Superior Court
requiring the board to adopt a new order by Jan.
31, 2021. This deadline can’t be extended without
a court order, according to a staff report from a
January 2020 board meeting.
Rose said this most recent draft order was
developed through the water quality monitoring

technology available, it’s not possible to comply
with the regulations outlined in the order. The
limits and time frame are just too stringent.
Kevin Merrill, who grows wine grapes and
serves as the water committee chairman for the
Santa Barbara County Farm Bureau, said that
certain crops, such as vegetables, require more
nitrogen than others, which means the limits in
the order will be harder for some farmers to reach.

WOULD YOU LIKE A SCHOOL WITH MORE FLEXIBILITY?

LIMITING DISCHARGE: Ag groups are concerned about proposed regulations from the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board related to pollutant discharge limits.

Additionally, he said farmers only use the amount
of fertilizer needed and don’t apply it excessively.
“All farmers don’t want to waste money,”
Merrill said. “Farmers don’t want to use more
nitrogen than they have to.”
Merrill also questioned how the board can come
up with limits that apply over such a large region as
the Central Coast, which stretches along the ocean
from Santa Cruz County to Santa Barbara County.
There are certain areas, such as the Salinas and
Santa Maria valleys, where nitrate levels in water are
much higher than others, he said.
“It’s complicated to come out with something
that’s doable for all ag,” Merrill said.
Rose said the board acknowledges there are
differences between some parts of the region,
but that the water quality standards outlined in
the order are uniform throughout. How farmers
achieve these standards may vary throughout the
region, he said, but all growers must meet these
regulations if the order is adopted.
“Some areas may have challenges because of
pesticide discharge, and other areas may have
issues related to nitrogen in surface water and
groundwater,” Rose said. “But generally speaking,
where you have intensive ag occurring, we have an
associated water quality problem.”
When the board released the draft order in

February, it also announced plans for three public
workshop meetings in March throughout the
region. Those meetings were canceled because of
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Rose said he’s
working on setting up virtual workshops for the
beginning of June.
After these workshops, the board will host four
meetings later this summer where the public can
weigh in on the plan. Rose said that despite the
COVID-19 delays, the order is still on track to be
adopted by Jan. 31, 2021.
Wineman said her association and other ag
groups will continue to engage in this public
process to hopefully improve aspects of the order
they find too stringent. Ultimately though, she
said, it’ll probably lead to an appeals process
where the order goes to the State Water Resources
Control Board.
“We continue to urge the water board to
adopt an ag order that continues to improve
water quality while also protecting domestic
food production and local jobs and economies,”
Wineman said. m
Reach Staff Writer Zac Ezzone at zezzone@
santamariasun.com.

We Have Everything Under The Sun!

Family Partnership Charter School provides multiple learning options, flexible
scheduling and skilled teachers who encourage and support your success!
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WISHING MOMS EVERYWHERE
A HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY!

And a Special Thank You to our Nurses and those
who Serve our Community. Happy Nurse’s Week!

ALTERNATIVE VISITS: While residents are prohibited from visiting their family members, Country Oaks Care Center set up a bench
outside its lobby windows so family members can see their relatives while talking with them on the phone.
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Making adjustments
Country Oaks Care Center owner talks operation changes
amid COVID-19
BY ZAC EZZONE

SLO
THE
VIRUS
LOCAL COVID-19
NEWS & INFORMATION

www.newtimesslo.com/blogs/SLOthevirus/
Get your latest local news and information regarding the COVID-19
health crisis from our award-winning journalists.
We’re also here for you to tell the stories from our community. Please
feel free to share any local notable news, ideas, stories, events,
images, or positive actions deriving from the current nationwide
crisis. You can send them to slothevirus@newtimesslo.com.
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A

s a center that’s home to people most at
risk of experiencing health issues related to
COVID-19, Country Oaks Care Center has
been forced to make a lot of changes to how it
operates over the last month and a half.
Public health orders have prohibited visitors
from entering skilled nursing facilities that
provide care to elderly residents who often have
underlying health conditions. John Henning, the
center’s owner, said this has been one of the most
difficult changes for residents.
“Some are used to having family visit every day
or every couple days,” Henning said.
To try to make this easier on residents, the
center has set up a bench outside of the facility’s
lobby windows where family members can sit
so residents can see them while talking on the
phone. Additionally, Henning said the center has
purchased tablet computers that residents can use
to video chat with family members.
These adaptations help, Henning said, but the
process has still been hard on residents. This is
especially true for the roughly 30 percent of the
center’s residents who have dementia.
“They think their family has deserted them,”
Henning said. “Families do call, but because their
memories are impaired, they can’t remember
things for more than an hour.”
Aside from prohibiting visitors, the center has
also been forced to cancel its group activities and
limit the amount of people who eat in the center’s
dining room at one time. Henning said this has
led to most residents not leaving their rooms.
As a facility that offers short-term
rehabilitative care as well as long-term care,
Country Oaks has continued to receive patients
being discharged from hospitals during this
time. When a new patient arrives, the resident is
isolated in a room for a week to see if he or she
develops any COVID-19 symptoms prior to being
near other residents.
While the center is still accepting patients, its
numbers are down because hospitals haven’t been
performing elective surgeries during this time—
although that’s beginning to change. The center,

which has the capacity for 57 residents, had 43 as
of April 1.
So far all of these limitations have produced
the desired effect, Henning said. There have been
no COVID-19 cases in the center, and no patients
have displayed symptoms that have warranted
testing.
Throughout the state, more than 4,000
residents in skilled nursing facilities have tested
positive for COVID-19 and more than 600 have
died, according to data from the California
Department of Public Health.
Given that the residents who live at the center
are most at risk of becoming severely ill from the
virus, Henning said he knows facilities similar to
his will be among the last to return to a sense of
normalcy. Until then, he said, staff and residents
could always receive more masks if anyone is
looking to donate—but otherwise the center is
ready to ride this out.
“We’re just coping the best we can, and
everybody is on board with the whole process,”
Henning said. “If we all stick together, then we’ll
make it through.”

Highlights
• After temporarily pausing performing
elective surgeries during the COVID-19
pandemic, Dignity Health Central Coast
announced on May 4 that its hospitals are
resuming scheduling these procedures. Hospitals
will slowly schedule these surgeries, and if there’s
an increase in COVID-19 cases, restrictions will
be reinstated.
• The city of Santa Maria Public Library
recently used grants from the Orcutt Friends
of the Library and California State Library to
purchase additional electronic content, such
as e-books and e-audiobooks. Additionally,
residents with library cards can access the
databases ancestry.com and kanopy.com for
free. Learn more about the library’s offerings at
cityofsantamaria.org/library. m
Staff Writer Zac Ezzone wrote this week’s Spotlight.
Send tips to spotlight@santamariasun.com.

Doctors, nurses, and all
healthcare workers ...

Thank you!

We appreciate you.
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Online Poll

Do you think Central Coast
mountain lions should be
protected under the California
Endangered Species Act?
67% They should be protected statewide!
22% Yes. Their numbers are dwindling.
11% No. It’ll just lead to more regulations
for developers and ranchers.
0% There was just one in an Orcutt
neighborhood. There’s plenty of them
left!

9 Votes

Vote online at www.santamariasun.com.
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What’s
the plan?

Lawmakers must create a
sensible roadmap for lifting
COVID-19 restrictions and
reopening California’s economy
BY RON FINK

P

oliticians are becoming too accustomed to
their newfound powers as we enter the third
month of COVID-19 restrictions. As this
thing unfolds, even harsher infringements on our
civil liberties seem to be the order of the day.
In Santa Barbara County the disease hasn’t just
impacted the people who have the sickness, but
also thousands of people who once had jobs and
businesses that were previously open. It seems
that the only “business” that hasn’t suffered is
government.
But even the government is now feeling the
pinch; they have finally figured out that all those
closed businesses were paying their wages, and
without any sales- and bed-tax income many
government employees may soon be furloughed
until more revenue is found.
While some businesses have received help in
the form of Payroll Protection Plan loans (actually
grants since the loans will be forgiven) others
haven’t, and counties like Santa Barbara and all the
cities in the county aren’t eligible for any help from
the federal government. And, instead of helping
local government, Gov. Gavin Newsom provided
illegal aliens $125 million in financial assistance
and unilaterally approved a questionable $1 billion
contract with China.
Now the body politic is becoming worried; how
will they pay their bills and continue to provide
needed services?
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COMMENTARY
On April 21, county staff told the Board of
Supervisors that they might have a plan ready in
four to six weeks; that means that the earliest we
could expect their ideas is in June.
But we have watched the county government’s
pace for many years. Something this big could take
months not weeks to put together as the staff and
“stakeholders” arm wrestle over the details. The
big speed bump is the governor’s six-point plan
to “reopen the state” and his requirement that he
approve the plan.
Let’s dissect Newsom’s plan into its component
parts.
First up is the idea of “vigilant protection against
infection of California’s most vulnerable residents.”
Translated it means that people in my age range
may have to continue being segregated from the
rest of society long into the foreseeable future.
Next, he wants to “manage surges at hospitals,
enable development of infrastructure and
distribution of personal protective equipment.”
Since the original predictions of a massive influx
of patients hasn’t materialized, this seems to be a
moot point, but that won’t stop the hand-wringing
and will likely result in millions of dollars of
investment in new infrastructure.
Then “engage researchers in academia, including
the University of California, and at health and
technology companies on the front lines of the
pandemic.” This one item will take years, perhaps
decades, to accomplish; researchers are always in
search of new information and multiple controlled
tests before they decide what to do.
I am not criticizing this because when dealing
with our health we certainly want to be assured
that the answer is spot on. The point is, do we keep
a stranglehold on the economy while we wait.
The easiest but very costly plan will be to
“redraw floor plans at business locations, schools,
and child care facilities with physical distancing
in mind.” This sounds a lot like permanently
reducing class sizes—something teachers’
unions have been pushing for decades. Get ready
for substantial increases in property taxes to
implement this part of the plan, as the need for
teachers and classroom space doubles overnight.
It also sounds like a significant reduction of
employees or customers that can occupy a business

space; previously the government directed a 50
percent reduction in seating at restaurants, bars, and
public assembly venues. If this idea prevails, look
for numerous business closures, since only having
half the customers or workers as a normal business
model is unsustainable for most businesses.
Lastly, “determining when to reinstitute certain
measures, such as stay-at-home orders.” Well, I
always thought that politicians didn’t want to give
up their new powers; in this way they can lock down
the society again anytime they feel it’s necessary.
Since new forms of communicable diseases seem
to occur at regular intervals, will society face
continued shutdowns at the whim of politicians?
Humans, like every other creature, are
engineered to be productive; some with their hands
and some with their heads. Even the homeless, who
seem unfazed by all the social-distancing rules, are
constantly foraging for food and shelter.
Without a purpose and some sort of organized
activity involving interaction with other people,
we begin to feel useless. Some politicians would
like nothing better than to have the population
totally rely on government for their daily bread and
shelter. And since the air seems to have become
much cleaner in the crowded urban areas, and
petroleum consumption has dropped dramatically,
environmental purists would like nothing better
than to keep things just as they are today.
It appears the governor and public health
officials favor a risk-free approach to this disease
as a condition for what they consider acceptable
before reopening the state. During a press
conference on April 28, the governor said, “I know
you want timelines, but we can’t get ahead of
ourselves.” Then he went on to describe a process
that will take several months to complete and said
that we would never return to pre-virus conditions.
It’s past time to reopen the economy so people
can regain their sense of self-worth, businesses can
flourish, and we can all live the American dream. ❍
Ron Fink writes to the Sun from Lompoc. Send your
thoughts, comments, and opinionated letters to
letters@santamariasun.com.

Green isn’t all good

LETTERS

It’s amazing what having so much time on our
hands can do for alternative media. Glen and Anna
Starkey, movie reviewers for the Sun, discovered a
hidden YouTube gem with Planet of the Humans
(“Bitter pill,” April 30). Now that we are not able
to go to the cinema, YouTube is a Pandora’s Box of,
ahh, shall we call it “stuff to watch.”
A video with Michael Moore’s imprimatur on it
had to be “left good, right bad.” But a repudiation of
green energy was a surprise. Everything I had been
saying about green energy was right there with one
additional important fact. I couldn’t figure out why
so many industrial giants finally came on board, and,
dear reader, you’ll have to view this documentary for
the reasons ExxonMobil loves “green.” And for the
most part, you can stop watching after 45 minutes
because the real, “globalist message” is yet to come,
and it’s the same tired message of: There are too
many people on the planet. The theme song that’s
been going on since Woodrow Wilson. Margaret
Sanger thought that there were just too many of the
wrong kind of people. It’s a dangerous path that leads
to eugenics and master-race thinking.
However this would be a good time for local
governments to think hard about where all the tax
dollars are going to come from if they proceed to
shut down Diablo Canyon and hammer the oil
industry. Listen to your pocketbook and not the
people who despise nuclear and fossil fuels. They
don’t have enough money to tax.

Jan Lipski
Vandenberg Village
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OPINION

Underwhelmed
and overpaid

Take Out, Curbside & Delivery
of Your Favorite Treats
We have our Mobile Cart out front

T

he Employment Development Department
(EDD) is a disaster. Applying for
unemployment benefits is
confusing and slow. People
who should qualify are
being told that they don’t.
You can’t fix something if
you filled out the online forms
wrong or the site crashes
while you’re using it. You
can’t call the office because
nobody picks up.
People are frustrated
and stressed out because
they don’t have jobs, they
don’t have paychecks, and they
were told not to worry because the state would
take care of them first, and the feds would take
care of them second!
Meanwhile, Assemblymembers Jordan
Cunningham (R-San Luis Obispo) and Monique
Limón (D-Santa Barbara) are fielding hundreds
of phone calls from constituents to try and answer
the questions that the EDD simply can’t.
“It never really operated well, even before this
crisis,” Cunningham told the Sun.
Why does it take a crisis to figure out that
something isn’t working right and needs to be fixed?
Kind of like a deadly accident at an intersection
that’s needed stoplights for years. It takes a
pandemic to put attention on the things that have
been neglected for far too long because human
beings are limited in their capacity to comprehend
multiple things simultaneously.
So on one hand we have hundreds of people—
probably thousands—on the Central Coast
who aren’t receiving any benefits at all because
the EDD is overwhelmed. And on the other, we
have unemployed residents who are receiving
their benefits from both the state and the federal
government—and are now making more than
they were while they were fully employed.
How does that make sense?
Why would you go back to work? Well, if you
ask U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara),
whose party pushed for the extra unemployment
dollars, people will go back to work for the health
care benefits, which can cost between $400 to
$1,000 a month.
Umm, really? Maybe Carbajal’s bad at math.
Those benefits from the feds give an additional
$600 per week to people who qualify for
unemployment. If you’re making $2,200 more on
unemployment than you were working, you still
come out ahead if you just stay home.
But it’s also about employers, who are faced
with making tough decisions about who to bring
back for that very reason: Their employees will be
taking a pay cut to come back to work.
Your People Professionals CEO Sandra
Dickerson said the Paycheck Protection Program,
which is geared to give businesses a leg up through
the potential for federal loan forgiveness, makes
things more complicated. Businesses that qualify
for the loan and receive the money—which hasn’t
happened in most cases—need to be staffed back
to normal by June 30 to get forgiveness.
Even if the pandemic magically disappeared
in the next month, will there be enough revenue
coming in to sustain being fully staffed? The
answer is probably no.
Carbajal said there’s no “black-and-white
solution” to our economic and pandemic
problems. True, but there is certainly a way to
learn from rushed mistakes and fear of economic
fallout—by seeing things as they are, not glossing
over the sad parts for political expediency. m
The canary is ready for a do-over. Send comments to
canary@santamariasun.com.

local restaurants with
alternative dining options

La Perla

Market & Deli
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Pick Up Your To Go Orders & Family Packs!

Burritos • Enchiladas • Chile Verde
Tacos • Flautas • Quesadillas • Tortas
& Much More

CALL AHEAD ORDERS
805-922-9001
La Perla Market & Deli
1138 W. Church Street, Santa Maria
7days a week Mon-Sat 3:30am-7pm · Sun 3:30am-4pm

WE are OPEN!

Come Satisfy Your Hunger
Curbside Pick Up and To-Go Orders

805-937-1871

View full menu at:
jacksinoldorcutt.ﬂavorplate.com/menu
Jack’s in Old Orcutt
156 Broadway # C, Orcutt
805-937-1871

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS
NO. SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
WE ARE OPEN

A Beautiful Garden Center
Plants · Shrubs · Trees · Fountains
Garden Art · Unique Gift Shop

Call ahead orders accepted

805-937-0555

MENTION THIS AD FOR 20% OFF!
Old Town Garden Center
125 S. Broadway, Orcutt

https://old-town-garden-center.business.site/

and offering all
wellness care,
dental care,
and surgical
care for your pets

SMALL ANIMAL MEDICINE
Surgery · Dentistry · Boarding
Behaviorist · Chiropractic
Orcutt Veterinary Hospital
4869 S. Bradley Rd #125, Orcutt
805-938-5362 · www.orcuttvet.com

ORDER AHEAD - DM ON
OR TEXT YOUR ORDER TO
805-623-5973
View menu at cupsandcrumbsoldtown.com
Free delivery in Orcutt with any order over $15

Cups & Crumbs
156 Broadway # B, Orcutt

Hours: Wednesday–Sunday 7am to 2pm

Be a part
of our FREE
online local
restaurant
directory
Enter your restaurant’s
information at
newtimesslo.com today!

FRESH PRODUCE & LOCAL WINE
Fresh Produce Box from
Gold Coast Packing
Order by 4pm Wed for pick up
via drive thru Fri & Sat 2-6

Open for Wine Purchases
Tues-Sun 2-6
Gold Coast Packing / Costa de Oro
1331 Nicolson Ave., Santa Maria
Call for more details: 805-922-1468

Local
Service
Directory
Support Local
To be a part of this page, please contact
your Sun sales rep at 805-347-1968 or
advertising@santamariasun.com
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PCPA lights up Hancock
College in support of health
care workers,
first responders

PHOTO COURTESY OF PCPA

MURDER FARCE: One of Dixie Arthur’s most recent roles was Abby Brewster in the classic dark
comedy Arsenic and Old Lace at Orcutt Community Theater (which ran in February through March).
At the request of Kevin G. Walthers, president of Allan
Hancock College, the Pacific Conservatory Theatre (PCPA)
recently lent out its blue gels—previously used for theatrical
lighting—to light up several of the school’s buildings. The
bright blue lighting that currently encompasses the school
each night, visible from Highway 101 to drivers passing by, is
meant to support health care workers, first responders, and
other front-line workers during this time.
Visit pcpa.org to find out more about PCPA’s latest efforts
during the theater’s temporary closure, including resident
artist Erik Stein’s new weekly Instagram show, Tech Talk, and
the theater’s new virtual reading program for children and
families, PCPA Reads at Home, and more.

Dunes Center announces
new collection platform,
August fundraiser
The Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Center is currently in the
process of finalizing its virtual collection platform, according
to a recent announcement from Doug Jenzen, executive director
of the Dunes Center. Guests of the virtual platform will be able
to view any object in the Dunes Center’s permanent collection
for free. The official premiere date for the platform has yet to
be announced.
The Dunes Center’s next in-person event, Bee’s Knees at the
Barn, is scheduled to take place at the Historic Octagon Barn
of SLO on Aug. 1. Proceeds from this 1920s-themed fundraiser
party will benefit the Dunes Center. For more info on either
announcement, call (805) 343-2455 or visit dunescenter.org.
The barn is located at 4400 Octagon Way, San Luis Obispo.

Discovery Museum offers
new activity bags for
small donations
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SANTA
The Santa Maria
MARIA VALLEY DISCOVERY
Valley Discovery Museum
MUSEUM
distributed its first set of
Discovery Activity Bags
on April 29 to museum
members, free of charge,
with a drive-through
pickup service on-site to
facilitate social distancing.
The museum hopes to
continue offering new sets
of activity bags throughout
its temporary closure.
Each bag includes hands-on, family-friendly activities to
enjoy, including arts and crafts projects and other creative
endeavors. The bags will be available to the general public
(non-members of the museum) for donations of $5.
To find out more about the activity bags and future
pickup dates, call the museum at (805) 928-8414 or visit
smvdiscoverymuseum.org. The Santa Maria Valley Discovery
Museum is located at 705 S. McClelland St., Santa Maria. m

Arts Briefs is compiled by Arts Editor Caleb Wiseblood. Send
information to cwiseblood@santamariasun.com.

but we are thinking positively,” said Arthur, who
Arthur originally
wrote Lot’s Wife as
is also set to direct The War of the Worlds: A Live
a short story, before
Radio Play sometime in the fall (auditions are
translating her own
currently scheduled to take place in August).
work into a stage
As one of the founders of Orcutt Community
production, she said.
Theater, and its first board president, Arthur
Nearly a lifelong
and her colleagues envisioned the group as “a
actress, the play marks place open to the curious amateur,” she said. The
her second theatrical
theater was founded in 2017 and is run entirely
adaptation—the first
by volunteers.
ROLE OF A LIFETIME: Nearly a lifelong thespian, Orcutt local Dixie Arthur has been acting in plays
adapted from a David
“I’ve lived in Orcutt for over 20 years now,
since adolescence. Aside from co-founding Orcutt Community Theater, Arthur has also acted in
Wilkerson novel.
and from the first I thought it was a perfect
and directed several productions at Santa Maria Civic Theatre.
“I’ve been doing
community for a local theater group,” Arthur
theater since I was
said. “I saw abundant creativity and energy for
an adolescent, but it
the arts, with lots of outlets for all kinds of art,
had never occurred
but no theater group.”
to me to write a play
Currently in its fourth season, Orcutt
until I was asked to
Community Theater’s primary venue is
write an adaptation
the Klein Dance Arts Studio, and other
of the book The Cross
upcoming productions from the group include
and the Switchblade,”
Shakespeare’s Hilarious Tragedies, Picaso at the
Arthur said. “That’s
Lapin Agile, and Laughter on the 23rd Floor.
when the light bulb
Despite a solid lineup, the COVID-19 crisis has
BY CALEB WISEBLOOD
lit. ‘Why hadn’t I done this before?’ I don’t
pushed Arthur, like many artists and nonprofit
anta Maria Civic Theatre’s production
know, but I do know I became obsessed with
organizers, into an uneasy mindset.
of The Red Velvet Cake War was canceled
playwriting after that.”
“The pandemic has been, in a word, disastrous
abruptly—like many public events that
Set in Los Angeles during the 1950s, Lot’s
for theater. It’s possible we will lose our venue
week—the night before its premiere performance Wife is a memory play in which the protagonist,
because of the loss of income for the owner,”
(March 13). Some cast and crew
described as “a sort of
Arthur said. “Artists who would otherwise be
members didn’t find out until
everywoman,” recalls the most
available to work with us may need to leave
The show must go on
arriving for dress rehearsal that
pivotal moments of her life,
for new jobs or take jobs that preclude their
For
updates
on
Orcutt
evening.
Arthur said.
availability.
Community Theater and Santa Maria
“We were to open the next
“She is at a crossroads, having
“But I believe we’ll still survive,” she added.
Civic
Theatre,
visit
their
websites
day, and we were all informed
just escaped an abusive husband,
(orcuttcommunitytheater.org and
“Theater people must be adaptable, it’s the
that the show was canceled
and is trying to understand
smct.org, respectively). Tickets to
nature of the work. We always find a way.” m
indefinitely,” thespian Dixie
how she got to this place,” the
future productions from either group
Arthur, who was to star in the
local playwright said. “Is there a
can be found on my805tix.com.
Send story tips to Arts Editor Caleb Wiseblood at
ill-fated show, told the Sun.
purpose and a pattern to all that
cwiseblood@santamariasun.com
But Arthur and her colleagues
has happened to
decided to carry on with their dress rehearsal
IMAGE COURTESY OF DIXIE ARTHUR
her? Can she change the pattern of
that Thursday evening with one special purpose
her life? She knows that somehow
in mind, she said.
she must.”
“The members of the cast called their family
Arthur also described the story
and friends to hurry over that night, so our
of Lot’s Wife—influenced by other
director, Annelisa Rheuben-Bathe, could see the
memory plays such as Tennessee
final product with an audience,” Arthur said.
Williams’ The Glass Menagerie,
“This was her first directing experience. We hope in which Arthur once played the
to perform for one weekend eventually, or at least role of Amanda—as a blend of
film a performance.”
autobiography and fiction.
The first casting call for another Central Coast
“It is not the story of my life, but
production, Lot’s Wife at Orcutt Community
it’s certainly the story of what my
Theater, was supposed to take place the following life could have been,” she said.
Monday (March 16). Auditions for the original
Other original plays by Arthur
play, written by Arthur herself, were of course
include The Stepfather and In the
postponed, as was its opening performance
Mood, Part 2, which were both
(initially scheduled for April 17). Arthur was also previously produced by Santa Maria
slated to direct the production.
Civic Theatre. Orcutt Community
STICK TO THE SCRIPT: Lot’s Wife is an original memory play in which the
“It took me a good six months to write the
Theater’s production of Lot’s Wife
protagonist recalls the most pivotal moments of her life. Playwright Dixie Arthur
play,” Arthur said. “I usually wrote after work
has been tentatively rescheduled for
was set to direct Orcutt Community Theater’s production of the play, which has
in the evenings and weekends. I had no specific
next spring.
been postponed to open next year.
“Specific dates are not fixed yet,
schedule; I just knew I needed to complete it.”

Stage against the machine
Orcutt Community Theater co-founder
Dixie Arthur recalls her last curtain call
before COVID-19 closures

S
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Tickets on sale now at My805Tix.com and at our
official Box Office at Boo Boo Records in SLO
Suppoing local journalism, one ticket at a time.
Ted Ed: A
Vi ual Wine
Tasting
FRIDAY,
MAY 8
Online with
CASS Winery

Vi ual Cocktail
Making Class:
Porch Pounders
SATURDAY,
MAY 9
Online with
Make & Muddle

Mother’s Day
Vi ual
Floral
Workshop
SUNDAY, MAY 10
Online with
CASS Winery

2020 Tiny Porch
VIP Season Tickets
MAY 10–SEPTEMBER 12
King Gilee Ranch

Tribute to James Taylor
in Morro Bay
TUESDAY, MAY 12
The Savory Palee

John Rich of Big & Rich Presents:
Redneck Riviera Whiskey
FRIDAY, MAY 15
Maverick Saloon

Cou ney’s House
Charity Golf Tournament
SATURDAY, MAY 16
Paso Robles Golf Club

Vi ual Cocktail Making Class:
Summer Slushies
SATURDAY, MAY 16
Online with Make & Muddle

Classical Giants
SUNDAY, MAY 17
Mission
San Miguel

Vi ual Cocktail Making Class:
Tiki Talk
SATURDAY, MAY 23
Online with Make & Muddle

Patriot Cruise of San Luis Bay
SUNDAY, MAY 31
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Central Coast Aquarium
Summer Camp
SELECT WEEKS AVAILABLE
JUNE-AUGUST

Family Fun Bingo Night
FRIDAY, JUNE 5
Avila Beach
Community Center

INCENDIOSummoning the Muse
SUNDAY, JUNE 7
Cambria Conces Unplugged

Carbon City Lights
SATURDAY, JUNE 13
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Canadian Lights
THURSDAY, JUNE 18
Monarch Club
at Trilogy

Krav Maga Level 2
Weekend
JUNE 20-21
SleepingTiger Fitness

MY805TIX BOX OFFICE IS NOW OPEN

Get your tickets online or at
Boo Boo Records, the official
Box Office for My805Tix events!
Boo Boo’s is located at
978 Monterey Street in SLO.

Barrel Room Conce :
Moonshiner Collective
SUNDAY, JUNE 14
CASS Winery

Ley Line with Abby and the Myth
SUNDAY, JUNE 14
King Gillee Ranch

Sunset Photo Shoot
FRIDAY, JUNE 26
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Murder on the Orient Express
JUNE 26–JULY 17
By The Sea
Productions

Summer Sipping 2020
JUNE 27-JUNE 28
Foxen Canyon
Wine Trail

Avila Beach 4th of July
Doggie Parade
SATURDAY, JULY 4
Avila Beach Promenade

The Mother Corn Shuckers
SATURDAY, JULY 11
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Bang Muay Thai
Curriculum Review
SATURDAY, JULY 11
SleepingTiger Fitness

Stevie Nicks Illusion – A Tribute to
Stevie Nicks and Fleetwood Mac
SATURDAY, JULY 11
Rava Wines + Events

AJ Lee & Blue Summit with Miner
SUNDAY, JULY 12
King Gillee Ranch

Tiny Porch Summer Conce Series:

36th Annual Central Coast
Renaissance Festival
SAT & SUN, JULY 18–19
Laguna Lake Park

Yoga at the Lighthouse
SATURDAY, JULY 18
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

B and the Hive
SATURDAY, JULY 25
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Tiny Porch Summer Conce Series:

Zongo All Stars
SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Evening Under the Estrella Sky
Winemakers Dinner
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15
The Pleasant Valley Wine Trail

The Psychic
AUGUST 28-SEPTEMBER 20
By The Sea
Productions

Randall King
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
Rava
Wines + Events

Jill Knight Band
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29
Point San Luis
Lighthouse

Tiny Porch Summer Conce Series:

Tiny Porch Summer Conce Series:

Call them at 805-541-0657.

Interested in selling tickets with My805Tix? Contact us for a demo today! info@My805Tix.com

POWERED BY:

&

Sunny War with Laura Jean
SUNDAY, AUGUST 2
King Gillee Ranch

The Coffis Brothers
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
King Gillee Ranch

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK!
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ARTS
Adoptable Pets of the Week

ART SCENE
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE WILDLING MUSEUM OF ART AND NATURE

Bella
Age: 6 years
Breed: Boxer
Sex: Female
Weight: 60 lbs.

Brocky
Age: 12 years
Breed: Domestic
Short Hair
Sex: Male
Weight: 6.5 lbs

DO YOU EVEN LIFT? “The panels were lifted onto our roof in
February, before stay-at-home orders were issued,” Stacey OtteDemangate, executive director of the museum, said. Under the
Community Environmental Council’s recommendation, California
Solar Electric supervised the installation.

All animals are health checked, spayed/neutered,
vaccinated and microchipped.

1687 West Stowell Rd • Santa Maria
(805) 349-3435 • www.smvhs.org

Adoption Center Hours
Wed - Sun, 11 am - 6 pm
AD PROVIDED BY

(805) 878-0807

ALWAYS SUNNY IN SOLVANG: Thanks to support from Solarize Nonprofit, a pilot project headed by the Community Environmental
Council of Santa Barbara, the Wildling Museum was able to install rows of solar panels onto its roof without upfront costs.

Here comes the sun
Solvang’s Wildling Museum celebrates its 20th anniversary
by going solar
BY CALEB WISEBLOOD

Can I crash
on your couch
for awhile?
Ask us about our
Foster Program

FOSTER • SPONSOR • VOLUNTEER • DONATE

Anyone can help!

General is a
beautiful German
Shepherd who has
been well cared
for and loved. Due
to unforeseen
circumstances
he needs to find
General
a new home,
General is 2-1/2 and has great house
manners, wonderful protective abilities
and loves his people. He would make a
great addition to just about any home.

PG&E to tell us when we can officially let the
solar power flow.”
he staff of the Wildling Museum of Art
In an alternate universe, the same week
and Nature can’t let visitors back inside the
would
have included the Wildling Museum’s
museum quite yet, but that’s not stopping
Spring Barbecue, an annual dinner to raise
them from letting the sunshine in—so to speak.
much needed proceeds for the nonprofit. But
Thanks to support from Solarize Nonprofit,
this year’s fundraiser was to be particularly
a pilot project headed by the Community
special, as 2020 marks the museum’s 20th
Environmental Council (CEC) of Santa
anniversary. The celebratory event was
Barbara, the Solvang museum was able to
originally scheduled for April 26 but has been
install rows of solar panels onto its roof earlier
tentatively postponed to sometime in October
this year. The project is dedicated to helping
due to COVID-19 concerns,
regional nonprofits (based in
although no official date has
Santa Barbara and surrounding
been confirmed.
Go green or go home
areas) use renewable energy.
Follow the Wildling Museum of Art
“We are very grateful to the
“The panels were lifted
and Nature on Facebook, Instagram,
sponsors of our 2020 event that
onto our roof in February,
and/or Twitter. Virtual tours of the
chose to turn their sponsorship
before stay-at-home orders
museum and more info can be found
into a donation, rather than ask
were issued,” Stacey Otteon wildlingmuseum.org. Call the
for a refund,” Otte-Demangate
Demangate, executive director
museum directly at (805) 688-1082
said, “despite our uncertainty
of the museum, told the Sun.
for more details. To find out more about
“We passed inspection just last
about a fall event.”
Solarize Nonprofit, visit cecsb.org.
week and are just waiting for
While the museum has lost

T

PO Box 2952, Orcutt, CA 93457
www.centralcoastspca.org
Email: centralcoastSPCA@yahoo.com

(805) 937-1766

This ad provided by:

The Maxim in Real Estate

(805) 878-0807

SUNNY SIDE UP: “Thanks to the design of our roof, no one has any idea we have solar panels, so there’s no visual disruption to the
city’s Danish aesthetic,” Stacey Otte-Demangate told the Sun.
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LOW MAINTENANCE: “The installation process was relatively
easy as the panels are weighted down with ballast—so there
was no need to secure them to our roof otherwise. Our only
maintenance concerns are an annual cleaning of the panels—
just a simple washing,” Stacey Otte-Demangate said.

thousands of dollars in income from lack of
admissions and store sales during its closure,
the benefit of going solar was the lack of upfront
costs, Otte-Demangate explained.
“We had no upfront costs, which was critical
to our ability to move forward with this, other
than minor permitting fees to the city and
county,” the director said. “We will own the
panels free and clear in year seven, after paying
a little over $25,000 in energy costs to the
developer. So, in the end, we won’t be paying
monthly much more than we already are paying
for our electricity.”
Over the next 25 years, the CEC estimates
the Wildling Museum will save at least
$150,000, Otte-Demangate added. Under
the CEC’s recommendation, California Solar
Electric, a solar installer that operates in Santa
Barbara and Ventura counties, supervised the
installation.
“The installation process was relatively easy,
as the panels are weighted down with ballast—
so there was no need to secure them to our roof
otherwise. Our only maintenance concerns are
an annual cleaning of the panels—just a simple
washing,” Otte-Demangate said. “And thanks
to the design of our roof, no one has any idea we
have solar panels, so there’s no visual disruption
to the city’s Danish aesthetic.”
The Wildling Museum was already
a Certified Green Business, fulfilling
requirements of the statewide California Green
Business Program, before going solar, but OtteDemangate and her colleagues pushed to go the
extra mile anyway.
“I thought it might be a way for us to
double down on our pledge to operate as
environmentally sustainably as we can afford,”
she said. “I feel strongly that we need to ‘walkthe-talk’ about living lightly on our planet and
be an example to our community whenever
possible.” m
Send rays of sunshine to Arts Editor Caleb
Wiseblood at cwiseblood@santamariasun.com.

SUNSCREEN @SANTAMARIASUN.COM

SUN SCREEN

A woman’s place

M

rs. America is a nine-part miniseries created
by Dahvi Waller that examines the attempt
to pass the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) hailed by second-wave feminists Gloria
Steinem (Rose Byrne), Betty Friedan (Tracey
Ullman), Shirley Chisholm (Uzo Aduba),
Bella Abzug (Margo Martindale), and Jill
Ruckelshaus (Elizabeth Banks) and fought against
by conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly (Cate
Blanchett) during the culture wars of the 1970s.
(Nine 43 to 54 min. episodes).

Glen: Based loosely on the events surrounding the
1970s-era failed attempt to ratify the ERA, which
proposed a constitutional guarantee of equal
rights regardless of sex, Mrs. America examines
the personalities of the major players during
this fascinating time. First posed back in 1923,
the ERA seemed like it was almost a slam dunk
for passage in the 1970s, but then along came
Phyllis Schlafly (played with amazing nuance by
Blanchett), who organized a cadre of conservative
housewives to mount a grassroots campaign to
defeat it. These women feared the ERA would
take away women’s rights and perhaps make them
eligible for the draft; remove protections regarding
divorce, estate settlement, and alimony; and force
women who wanted to be homemakers into the
workforce. It sort of makes my head spin that this
obviously just addition to the U.S. Constitution
remains in limbo, all but dead. Crazy!
Anna Schlafly is the perfect picture of a stylistic,
conservative housewife who was dutiful in
caring for both her lawyer husband and their

Film & TV Reviews

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL TELEVISION

BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE: International student Iwegbuna Ikeji
(Conphidance) experiences racism in America but also discovers
he can forge his own identity, in “The Cowboy,” episode 3 of
Little America, about real-life experiences in the USA.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FX PRODUCTIONS

six children. If this
depiction characterizes
it correctly, she wasn’t
even wholly interested
in the ERA to start
with, but when the opportunity came to be the
poster child of all things STOP ERA, Schlafly
jumped in with both feet. She is clever and
cunning, well-to-do and charming—and the
moments when we see her façade start to crumble
are few and far between. While championing
the rights of housewives to stay in the home, she
herself starts to dream big about law school and
future political assignments. The tug-of-war
inside is real, and Blanchette is simply fantastic as
the poised but passionate woman determined to
shoo away women’s lib. This is a frustrating and
wholly fascinating character for her to take on.
Glen: I also loved the dynamics between the
feminist cadre. The younger ones think Friedan
is too shrewish and politically unsophisticated.
Yes, she ushered in second-wave feminism with
RIGHT V. LEFT: In Mrs. America, conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly (Cate Blanchett) mounts a grassroots campaign to block the
her 1957 book The Feminine Mystique, but for
passage of the Equal Rights Amendment, which she believes will strip women of their special privileges.
firebrands like Gloria Steinem, Friedan is a
throwback and doesn’t understand the changing
thinking and behavior. These are tremendous
political dynamics of the ’70s. Steinem and others really fascinating. Even within Schlafly’s group
performances from Byrne, Aduba, and
of women fighting the ERA there is division.
fear Friedan will undermine their efforts to pass
Martindale along with many others throughout
When she suggests a name for the movement that
the ERA. Little do they know what a formidable
the series. It manages to be both infuriating and
includes her name and is shot down by the rest of
foe they have in Schlafly. Of course, we know the
delicious. I love that they are releasing it in threethe group in favor of STOP ERA, you
outcome of this fight, and so far only
part chunks—you can binge a bit but still have
can feel her frustration boiling under
five of the nine episodes have been
MRS. AMERICA
the tantalizing task of waiting another week for
the surface of her very manicured
released (six by the time you read
What’s it rated? TV-MA
more. Check this one out: It’s dazzling in every
demeanor. She had unsuccessfully
this, as they come out on Wednesday
Where’s it showing? Hulu
way it can be. m
run for Congress in 1952 and hadn’t
nights), but this a compelling drama
seemed to get over the loss by the time
about political dynamics that are
New Times Senior Staff Writer Glen Starkey and
she took on the ERA. She’s tired of being labeled
worth revisiting. It’s also very well made, with
freelancer Anna Starkey write Sun Screen. Glen
as only a wife; she wants power she doesn’t have
great performances, amazing sets and costumes,
compiles streaming listings. Comment at gstarkey@
to share or give to her husband—yet the very
and a real feel for the era.
newtimesslo.com.
thing she defends encourages that old-school
Anna: The dynamics between both sides are

LITTLE AMERICA

What’s it rated? TV-14
When? 2020
Where’s it showing? Apple TV
Inspired by true stories chronicled in Epic Magazine, Little
America features an anthology of eight separate tales of
immigrants to the U.S.—many funny, poignant, and indicative
of the complicated relationship America has with its newest
arrivals.
For instance, the third episode, “The Cowboy,” chronicles
international student Iwegbuna Ikeji’s (Conphidance) experiences
with racism. His college classmates make fun of his accent and
behavior, and even his teachers react poorly to his earnestness.
When he adopts the dress of an American cowboy, he
becomes an even bigger target of ridicule, at least until he meets
a real cowboy who sees in him the sort of hardworking character
and reverence for a fading lifestyle that make cowboys so iconic.
The Nigerian student is then offered a taste of Oklahoma’s
pioneer spirit and acceptance. Heartfelt and worth watching!
(Eight 30 min. episodes)
—Glen Starkey

DRAGGED ACROSS CONCRETE

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIFIED PICTURES

What’s it rated? R
When? 2018
Where’s it showing? HBO
S. Craig Zahler (Bone Tomahawk, Brawl in Cell Block 99) helms
this hard-boiled, slow-burning tale of two old-school cops—Brett
Ridgeman (Mel Gibson) and Anthony Lurasetti (Vince Vaughn)—
whose methods border overzealous and downright illegal. When
they’re caught on tape going overboard in apprehending a subject,
they find themselves suspended without pay.
With Ridgeman’s wife desperately ill and his daughter the
target of local hooligans in his run-down neighborhood, he
hatches a plan to enter into the criminal underworld and steal
from the thugs he’s normally out to arrest. What follows is a
bleak but smoldering tale of two cops with their own code of
ethics that no longer fit in their politically correct world.
Mean and relentless, it reminded me of the grittiness of ’70s
cinema, and Gibson and Vaughn are great as the war-weary
crime fighters who’ve decided that since they can’t beat them,
they’ll join ’em and kill ’em all. (159 min.) m
—Glen

OLD-SCHOOL: In Dragged Across Concrete, overzealous cops
Brett Ridgeman (Mel Gibson, left) and Anthony Lurasetti (Vince
Vaughn) find themselves suspended and decide to enter the
criminal underworld and make a big score off a criminal.
Sun film reviews are compiled by New Times Senior Staff Writer
Glen Starkey. Contact him at gstarkey@newtimesslo.com.

What’s Your
We know you’ve
got an opinion.
Take? Everybody’s
got one!
This week’s online poll 5/7–5/14
Do you think the county should try to
reopen at a faster pace than the state?
m Yes, we’re in much better shape than
other places.
m No way. We shouldn’t reopen anything
yet.
m We need to take it slow. We have too
many new cases each day.
m We should have reopened everything
already. People need to go back to
work.

Whether in times of prosperity or times of crisis, we are
with you on the front lines, leading the way and making
sure our community emerges stronger than ever.
We are all in this together at www.santamaria.com

Enter your choice online
at: SantaMariaSun.com
www.santamariasun.com • May 7 - May 14, 2020 • Sun • 19

EATS@SANTAMARIASUN.COM

FOOD
PHOTOS BY ANDREA ROOKS

Easy chocolate cake

From Cook’s Illustrated Cookbook, 2011
1 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup Dutch-processed cocoa
2 ounces bittersweet chocolate,
chopped fine
1 cup brewed coffee, hot
2/3 cup mayonnaise
1 large egg, room temperature
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
chocolate and vanilla buttercream
frostings (recipes follow)

LOTSA CHOCOLATE: My 10-year-old daughter has always loved baking sweet treats, especially ones that
involve chocolate frosting.

THE MUFFIN GAL: I love that my younger daughter is capable of completing every step of our favorite
banana muffin recipe.

Baking memories
With most social outlets unavailable, it’s harder
to say no when my girls want to make their own
sweet treats
BY ANDREA ROOKS

S

“

omehow I got banana up my
nose!”
And so today’s kitchen
adventure begins.
My 10-year-old daughter is
mashing bananas for muffins and
apparently had a mishap. She’s always
loved baking, since long before she
could read and follow a recipe on her
own. Now she’s competent not only at
mixing dry ingredients into the wet,
she’s become quite adept at frosting
and decorating cakes, with just a little
supervision from me.
“Sugar. And more sugar,” my
youngest baker sings as she measures
said ingredient. “That’s how you make
your life the best!”
Today, the first day of May, marks
the end of our seventh week of
working and schooling at home.
We mixed it up (literally) by baking
banana muffins before lunch.
Baking is science, right? It counts as
educational!
“Why do we mix all these
ingredients first?” I asked both my
daughters as we watched our stand

mixer do the hard work for us.
“Liquids!” my 13-year-old replies.
“Sugar’s a liquid?” her sister asks.
Yep. Science, kids.
I’ve lost count of how many batches
of these muffins we’ve made in the
last two months. I followed the recipe
more directly the first time and made
two loaves, but muffins are more fun
to eat. As are chocolate chips. And
today we added a blend of white and
dark chocolate.
“Mmm, extra sweet. They are kinda
like cupcakes,” my husband said
shortly after I put the muffins on the
cooling rack.
We’ve baked lots of other goodies,
too. Earlier in April, my younger
daughter proclaimed that she wanted
to make a chocolate cake. She decrees
such things about two or three times
a year, and this time I didn’t have a
lot of reasons to say no—other than
we’d end up eating the whole thing
ourselves.
I helped her pick a recipe that
promised to be easy. But here’s the
thing: Baking from scratch is never
simple. There are always a lot of
ingredients to get ready and some
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Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease
8-inch square baking pan (we used two
round pans because we wanted a smaller
layer cake), line with parchment paper,
grease parchment, and flour pan.
Whisk flour, sugar, baking soda, and
salt together in large bowl. In separate
bowl, combine cocoa and chocolate. Pour
hot coffee over cocoa mixture and let sit,
covered, for five minutes. Gently whisk
mixture until smooth, let cool slightly, then
whisk in mayonnaise, egg, and vanilla. Stir
mayonnaise mixture into flour mixture until
combined.
Scrape batter into prepared pan(s) and
smooth with rubber spatula. Bake cake
until toothpick inserted into center comes
out with few crumbs attached, 30 to 35
minutes; 15 to 20 minutes for rounds.
Let cake cool in pan on wire rack one to
two hours. Frost and decorate as desired.
For chocolate buttercream frosting,
mix together 3 cups powdered sugar,
1/3 cup softened butter, 2 teaspoons
vanilla, 3 ounces unsweetened baking
chocolate (melted and cooled). Add 2
to 3 tablespoons milk until smooth and
spreadable.
For vanilla buttercream frosting, mix
together 3 cups powdered sugar, 1/3 cup
softened butter, 1 1/2 teaspoons vanilla.
Add 1 to 2 tablespoons milk until smooth
and spreadable. Divide into bowls; color
with food coloring; decorate to your heart’s
desire!

Chocolate chip
banana muffins

Adapted from Betty Crocker’s New
Cookbook, 1996

FEAST YOUR EYES: A DIY craft video inspired my
daughter to try a new decorating technique—
which resulted in detailed spring flowers on our
chocolate cake.

steps that get skipped. I’ve taken to
having my daughter read the recipe
three times before we get started.
Little does she know that such
direction is to give me enough time to
prep for the fun parts.
We chose the “Easy chocolate
cake” from Cook’s Illustrated, which
contained not one but two weird
secret ingredients. Coffee. And
mayonnaise. The batter smelled a
little strange, but the finished product
is one I’d happily let my daughter
make again!
Living much more of life alongside
my family in this quarantined time

FAMILY FAVORITES: Chocolate chip banana
muffins have become a staple in our house since
sheltering at home.

has enabled me to say yes more readily
to their creative desires. What do we
have to lose by making and leaving a
big mess in the kitchen? I don’t doubt
that the “yeses” I say in the kitchen
and the connection we gain by baking,
creating, learning, and eating together
will outlast the current discomfort of
so many “noes” in society right now. ❍
Associate Editor Andrea Rooks just
finished eating another cake. Send
icing sugar to arooks@newtimesslo.
com. Share your most comforting food
ideas with the editor at clanham@
santamariasun.com.

1 1/4 cups sugar
1/2 cup (1 stick) butter, softened
2 large eggs
1 1/2 cups mashed ripe bananas (3
to 4 medium)
1/2 cup buttermilk (or add 1/2
tablespoon vinegar to 1/2 cup milk)
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup chocolate chips
Heat oven to 350 degrees. Grease
bottoms of muffin pan(s)—we made a
total of 12 regular and 36 mini muffins.
Mix sugar and butter in large bowl. Stir
in eggs until well blended. Add bananas,
buttermilk, and vanilla. Beat until smooth.
Stir in flour, baking soda, and salt just until
moistened (do not mix too long!). Stir in
chocolate chips. Spoon into muffin pan(s).
Bake regular-sized muffins for 15 to 20
minutes, mini muffins for 10 to 12 minutes,
until toothpick inserted in center comes
out clean. Cool in pans five minutes then
remove and finish cooling on a wire rack.

Celebrates Mother’s Day

Free Curbside pick up at Far Western
There’s No Substitute for Quality!
OPEN
SANTA MARIA
FOR
985 E. Betteravia
TO GO
BUELLTON
ORDERS!
205 East Hwy 246
MILPAS
216 South Milpas
LA CUMBRE PLAZA
3890 La Cumbre Lane Norte

LOMPOC
1413 North H Street
GOLETA (THE ORIGINAL)
5735 Hollister
DOWNTOWN SB
628 State Street
ISLA VISTA
888 Embarcadero Del

Winning
Images
Kathleen Gerber, 2019

Dylan Kyle, 2019

Nothing Bundt Cakes Goleta, CA 93117
Order online www.nothingbundtcakes.com or call 1-805-845-4898
Pre Order by 5/8/20 by noon · Write in order notes: Orcutt Pick Up
This offer good on $30 min. order
Pick up at the Far Western Tavern in Orcutt
on May 9th from 10am–1pm

PANADERIA

Michael Castaneda, 2019

Our 25th Annual Photography Contest
& Exhibition has been postponed
Stay tuned for new dates later this year
NewTimesSLO.com · SantaMariaSun.com

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
Billy Burger & Deep Fried Burrito

small order of fries & small soft drink of choice

5

$ .98 + tax
Exp. 5/14/20

Regular Burger, small order of
fries & small soft drink of choice

WE ARE
OPEN

5

$ .06 + tax
Exp. 5/14/20

Santa Maria’s Original Fast Food Place!
Sorry, debit or credit cards not accepted

523 North Broadway, Santa Maria • 922-6116

• Pan Dulce (Sweet Bread)
• Delicious Mexican Pastries
• Cookies & Doughnuts
• Fresh-baked Bread

Homemade Recipes
Baked Fresh Daily
Great Selection

503 N. BROADWAY
SANTA MARIA
805-928-6619
www.santamariasun.com • May 7 - May 14, 2020 • Sun • 21

CLASSIES

Reach over 150,000 readers weekly from Santa Ynez to San Miguel

Get your classified ad—for Free!
Private parties may run FREE classified ads in the
FOR SALE and AUTOS/BOATS sections.

Contact us today! (805) 546-8208 or classifieds@santamariasun.com

Real Estate
FOR RENT
ORCUTT

193 Patterson Road

1bd, 1ba, $1275 rent, $1275 sec. dep.
Upstairs unit, no garage, washer & dryer
hook ups inside.

SANTA MARIA

Be sure to check out this week’s updated
weekend OPEN HOUSE directory

Marketplace

Home
& Garden
santamariasun.com

YOUR HOME LOAN SOURCE
Patrick C handler

NM LS # 632885 | Sales Manager
Offi c e ( 805) 361- 7202 | Cell (805) 588- 2767
p c ha ndler@loanDepot.com
www.l oanDepot.com/pchandler

Kate Ferguson

NM LS # 328481 | Loan Consultant
Offi c e (805) 361- 7203 | Cell (805) 331- 6204
kfe rguson@loanDepot.com
www.l oanDepot.com/kferguson

Follow us on Instagram
@SantaMariaSun
HAULING & CLEAN-UP
JT’S HAULING

Trees, Debris, Garage Clean Up,
Moving and Recycling. Call Jon
805-440-4207

Ma ura Estrada

NM LS # 633243 | Senior Loan Consultant
Offi c e (805) 361- 7205 | Cell (805) 310- 3157
m e stra da@loanDepot.com
www.l oanDepot.com/mestrada

2 6 0 5 S M i l l er St Ste 106 Santa Maria, CA 9345 5

817 N. Barbara
3 bed 1 bath
Rent$1975
Deposit $1975
1-Car Garage

275 E Newlove #3

3bed/2bath
$1950 rent $1950 deposit

VEHICLES WANTED

Highway Trailer Park
1022 N. Broadway St.

Santa Maria, CA. 93454
*22 individual Spaces Available
Rent Range $975 - $1200
Call Office for More Information
*Security Deposit Needed*
RV Parking only & Fifth Wheel
Rent Includes:
Utilities(water, sewer, community garbage
bins, 425 kilowatts of electricity per month)

loanDepot.com, LLC NMLS ID 174457. Licensed by the Department of Business Oversight under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act CRMLA 4131040. (042319 201416)

$$ CASH CASH
CASH $$

$$$ WANTED, Motor Homes,
Travel Trailers, RV’s, Trucks,
Cars, EZ as 123 Cash on the
Spot. Top $$Dollar. Beat any
price!! 559-790-1582.

RV’S

GUADALUPE
4593 11th Street
2 Bed 1 Bath
$1500 Rent
$1500 Deposit

WANTED TO BUY

4463 Jalama Drive

3bd, 2.5ba, 2-car garage
Brand new Pasadera Homes
1,856 sq.ft. $2600/mo. rent
$2600 sec. dep. Available NOW.

PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB TENANTS!

COMMERCIAL

924 E. Main St., Santa Maria
*1731 sq.ft. of office space
$2,795/mo + $2,795/dep
Detached garage included in lease.
Plenty of parking space.
Completely remodeled inside.

Greco Realty Inc.

805-922-0599
118 W. Fesler, Santa Maria
Lic. #00892126

FOR SALE: 2017 PARK
MODEL RV

1+1, plus double loft
$ 94,900 , @ 274 Higuera St,
SLO
Call 805-797-7838

CASH FOR
ANTIQUE GUNS!

Old West, Indian and Civil War
items, stone Indian bowls.
Private collector. 805-6100903

Need mor e
business?
Make your company
SHINE in the SUN.
Contact us at

805-347-1968
or email classifieds
@santamariasun.com
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2229 Fallen Leaf Santa Maria, CA

Beautifully remodeled Lake Marie home just shy of 2 acres at 1.95 acres.
Wake up to views of the hills and vineyards . So many options from
pool and tennis court. granny unit, small private vineyard for the home
winemakers. Enjoy the low electricity bill averaging $11 a month paid
annually. There is an optional club membership available for Lake Marie
Clubhouse with pool and bbq area. $897,999 (FA222)

729 Laguna Avenue Santa Maria
Located in Southeast Santa Maria, this charming home is ready and waiting for
a new family! Built in 1953, this affordable property offers 3BR/1BA, 1080 SF of
living space w/many updates. Inside you will find newer tiled flooring, updated
eat-in kitchen w/tile countertops, Bathroom was remodeled in 2016 with new
vanity, new tiled floor & tile tub enclosure. Home has dual pane windows
making it energy-efficient. There is an indoor laundry room, large fenced rear
yard w/patio & lemon Tree. Lot is 6098 SQ FT. Great for commuters with easy
access to the freeway. Close to Allen Hancock College and just minutes from
shopping & Medical Facilities. $330,000 (LA729)

REDUCED

3965 Rigel, Lompoc

Vandenburg Village Cutie!!! This 3 bedroom 2 bathroom home has much
to offer. The Kitchen features granite counter tops and tile flooring . The
kitchen opens to the dining area that flows to the living room with lots of
natural light from the 2 solar tubs. Remodeled bathrooms and laminate
flooring throughout. This home also features a two car garage and a
sunroom that is separated into two spaces for endless possibilities.
Drought tolerant landscaping in the front yard and the backyard is
spacious with a nice brick area perfect for a patio table, and some fruit
trees. $389,990 (RI396)

4751 Titan, Santa Maria

This exceptional home is well maintained! Easily everything you need
and more! The kitchen features oak cabinets, Corian counter tops, tile
flooring, pantry, stainless steel appliances, and opens to the great
room with built-ins.. 2 masters – 1 with built-in cabinets and 1 with
private entry and fireplace. 2 sides of the property have block wall
fence, covered patio, and RV parking. Near Dunlap school. This home
is perfect for all of your toys, at home gym, workshop, whatever your
heart desires with a 4 car detached garage and 2 car garage attached..
Possibly an ADU? You must check with the county! This is a must see!!!
$534,990 (TI475)

(805) 922-0660 BRE #01275631

5400 Telephone Road, Santa Maria

www.WhyUSAProperties.net

Buy Restaurant
Bonds and
Support Small
Businesses in
No. SB County!
Purchasing gift cards from our local businesses
can help stimulate the economy now.

W

ith orders that restaurants can only serve
takeout or delivery, our county’s restaurant
industry has been among the hardest hit by the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. People are
being encouraged to stay home and away from crowds and
public dining rooms, some restaurants and cafes have already
been forced to dial back hours in response to the decrease in
business, while others have shut down entirely. With restaurants
facing an uncertain immediate future, one way local diners can
support their favorite restaurants is by purchasing gift cards –
or what we are calling “Restaurant Bonds” – similar to “war
bonds” during WWI and II. Whether given as a gift or kept for
future meals, gift cards can act as a microloan to restaurants
to provide much-needed immediate cash. Many restaurants
sell gift cards online, allowing customers to offer their support
without having to leave home.
There has never been a more important time to support our
neighborhood’s culinary scene. Restaurants are emptying out
and small business owners are seeing up to an 80% drop-off
in customers. Restaurants already work off razor-thin profit
margins, but the COVID-19 pandemic is a test like no other.
For now, the best thing our friends and neighbors in the
community can do to help is to order takeout or buy gift cards
to ensure at least some income during this difficult time.
If this trend continues, many of our beloved businesses will
suffer greatly but we have the opportunity to help.
Buy gift cards (Restaurant Bonds). Restaurants collect gift
card revenue as soon as the card is purchased, then mark it
as redeemed once the user applies it to a bill. If you are in a
position to buy a gift card and sit on it for a while, you will be
helping your local favorite get through a tough time.

SLO COUNTY’S
#1 CANNABIS
RETAILER IS
NOW OFFERING
DELIVERY &
EXPRESS
PICKUP!
New Extended
Hours
7AM–9PM DAILY!

WE HAVE
CURBSIDE
PICK UP!

15% off

first purchase
MUST PRESENT
THIS AD

Opt for carryout or delivery. Many restaurants are opting for
curbside pickup or have pick-up areas where you can dash in,
get your food and leave. It’s a better deal for restaurants if you
collect carry out yourself, rather than use a delivery app. That
helps the restaurant – and you – avoid delivery charges. But if
you don’t feel like driving over, delivery is your back-up choice.
Be sure to tip your delivery person.
Please show your support. Let’s do this together.

Coming Soon

SLO + MORRO BAY

998 HUSTON STREET IN GROVER BEACH

(805) 201-1498 • nhcdispensaries.com
21+ Adult Use with ID • 18+ with Medical Recommendation • License #: C10-0000388-LIC
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SKILLED NURSING C ARE

CU OPEN
R
PIC BSID
OR KUP E
TO DER
DA
Y

Country Oaks
Care Center
A name you
can trust

Voted Best
Senior Living
Community

Award-Winning
Care with
Award-Winning
Commitment

John Henning, Ph. D. and Sharon Henning, Owners & Administrators

830 East Chapel Street • Santa Maria • 805-922-6657

SAKE

SUSHI

SUSHI 805 Sake

#1

194 Town Center East, Santa Maria (805)922-9900
GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE - AT ALL LOCATIONS!

Now accepting orders
for free delivery in
Santa Maria & Orcutt

1140 E. Clark Avenue · Suite 190
Santa Maria, CA 93455
(805) 925-1678
Our Store Hours
Tues - Fri: 9:30-5:30
Saturday: 10-3
www.melbys.com

Family Owned & Operated

General Pest Service Only. Gophers & Rodents Excluded.
One Year Term Minimum. Homes up to 3,000 sq. ft.

Same Day Service M-F
ww
www.oconnorcentralcoast.com
805-925-8711 • 734-4355

www.oconnorcentralcoast.com

1325 N. “H” St. #C,
Lompoc
(805)736-8899

*Diamond
Plus
Provider

FREE DRINK w/ service
(805) 878-1556
107 W. Park, Ste 105
Santa Maria
Mon–Thurs 9am–7pm
Fri 8am–8pm
Sat & Sun 9am–5pm

Mother’s Day
Is Around
The Corner
May 10th
Order today
Flower Carriage
2255 S. Broadway
Santa Maria, CA 93454
805-922-0578

Shop Local reserve your space today

M-F 10AM–6PM • Sat 10AM–5PM • Sun 10AM–4PM

115 W Clark Ave., Orcutt • 332-3152
115 W Ocean Ave., Lompoc • 430-8396
Shop Online or on FB & IG

FREE Black Face Mask
with $20 Haircut

SPECIAL $49 Monthly Service
Look for the ANT on the Door
Free Gopher & Rodent Estimates

460 W. Grand Ave.
Grover Beach
(805)489-3839

Voted BEST Orthodontist in Northern
Santa Barbara County 4 years in a row!
Visit us on Facebook & Instagram.

Central Coast Orthodontics
1311 South Miller St, Ste. 201, SM
(805) 347-4444

Mention this ad for
a Military discount

Got Gophers? Call Us

KOREAN BBQ
& SUSHI

Sun’s Best of Winner,
12 years!

call or e-mail for details
Stay safe
everyone!

805-925-8711 • 734-4355

A L L Y O U C A N E AT
SUSHI & BBQ

STRAIGHTEN YOUR SMILE

Send a book to
a friend or yourself-

www.oconnorcentralcoast.com

Sushi#2

4850 S Bradley Rd. #D1 | Orcutt, CA
805.938.1965 | backporchflowers.net

Spring Special:
$25 off any service
(805) 621-5000

Smith Electric
MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL PLUMBING

se habla español
805-868-0954

805.347.1968 www.santamariasun.com

